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Background and scope of the research

Geography Service providers Services
Global Information about 21+ leading 

PO service providers across the 
globe has been leveraged for 
this study.

Procurement

With increasing uncertainty in the business environment, especially with challenges around cost pressures, business compliance requirements such as ESG, the impact of the recession, 
need for digital transformation, and supply chain disruptions, the functioning of crucial procurement subprocess-sourcing is getting disrupted. Coping with both internal and external factors 
requires sourcing to be agile and resilient. This is possible with the adoption of evolved practices across people, processes, and technology which are part of modern sourcing. To help 
sourcing teams expedite the transition from traditional to modern sourcing, service providers are constantly innovating and investing in capability development across upstream 
procurement areas on the back of their strong downstream procurement expertise. These solutions help sourcing teams drive efficiency, improve visibility, and support sourcing decisions 
through holistic insights along with improving supplier collaboration and encouraging co-innovation. Increased willingness among buyers to engage with service providers to support 
sourcing operations is one of the key drivers of the PO market. 

This research also provides a comprehensive coverage of the PO market during 2021-22 and analyzes it across various aspects including regional variations, buyer adoption trends, 
growth drivers, and the PO service provider landscape.

In this research, we focus on:
 Evolution of sourcing in uncertain times
 Role of outsourcing to enable modern sourcing
 PO market overview and adoption trends
 Key buyer adoption trends 
 Service provider landscape 

Scope of this report
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 Sourcing teams are faced with multiple challenges, as organizations continue to face risks and pressures due to evolving global and economic 
factors such as cost pressures/inflation, talent shortages, and recessionary concerns

 Overcoming challenges requires sourcing to move away from its traditional cost-saving mindset and embrace a modern, digital-driven, and value-
focused approach aligned to evolving environmental and organizational goals

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 With an increased willingness to outsource upstream procurement processes, service providers are helping organizations transform their sourcing 
operations in terms of talent, process optimization, and digital enablement 

 Service providers have access to category and industry experience, with sourcing specialists strongly focused on delivering customer satisfaction

 The PO market grew at a healthy rate of 10-12% to reach US$3.9 billion in 2021; the market is expected to continue the momentum despite 
recessionary headwinds 

 Manufacturing and CPG & retail industries registered high growth in 2021 and constitute the majority share of the PO market; growth in these 
industries may be impacted in 2023 due to recessionary headwinds

 Buyers prefer leveraging a competitive bidding process to select the right partner for outsourcing their procurement operations

 In accordance with new deals and expanding scope in existing contracts, the overall managed spend by PO providers is growing strongly 

 The top three providers – Accenture, GEP, and IBM - contributed more than 50% of the market share in terms of ACV

 Significant gaps exist between Leaders and others in all the assessment dimensions; the largest gaps are in the scope of services offered, delivery 
footprint, and market adoption

This research provides comprehensive coverage of the PO market during 2021-22 and analyzes it across various aspects including regional variations, buyer adoption trends, and growth drivers.

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

 PO market overview & buyer 
trends

 PO service provider landscape

 Evolution of sourcing in uncertain 
times 

 Role of outsourcing to enable 
 modern sourcing
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This study offers five distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of PO market; 
below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Evolution of modern sourcing Service provider’s role in enabling modern sourcing

PO market adoption Buyer expectations and satisfaction results
Multi-process PO active ACV
US$ billion

3.2
3.5

3.9

4.2-4.4
4.5-4.7

2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E

9-12%
7-10%

10-12%

8-10%

Traditional Modern

Cost reduction
Sole focus on sourcing goods/services at the lowest cost,  
identifying cost reduction opportunities, and limited scope to 
impact other subprocesses and functions 

Fixed and hierarchical
Unclear roles and responsibilities, non-coherent approval 
process, complex sourcing cycles, and inefficient 
collaboration between requestor and sourcing team

Tactical and task-focused skills
Savings targets, siloed and repetitive tasks, sub-optimal 
category development and expertise, and low focus on 
innovation and digital skills

Manually intensive operations
Multiple review cycles, errors and shadow processes, limited 
leverage of technology beyond ERP suites, and transactional 
supplier relationships

Value-addition
Initiatives to drive ESG, supplier risk management, spend 
efficiency, cross-functional collaborations, and forging  
strategic supplier relationships

Lean and agile
Building resilient, collaborative, and simplified yet flexible 
sourcing practices that are data-driven to deal with internal 
and external uncertainties

Techno-functional skills
Value-adding targets, strategies backed by data, 
focus on category expertise and digital skills, soft skills for 
collaboration, and innovative mindset

Digitally enabled operations
Increased accuracy, integrated operations, external and 
internal collaborations, visibility, risk mitigation, and shorter 
time-to-market through digital enablement

Objectives

Working model

Digital adoption

Talent and performance
management

Best practices
Access to industry best practices backed by 
successful use cases

Contexualized solution
Unique solutions based on buyer size, 
sourcing maturity, savings target, etc.

Increased transparency
Digital tools to track KPI progress against 
target

Innovation partner
Help enterprises plan innovation 
budgets and activities for sourcing 
based on cost savings

 Short, clear, and concise approval cycles

 Quicker cycle times with process and 
resource mapping to complete subprocesses 
across S2C and P2P in parallel

 Frameworks and design thinking 
methodology to solve challenges in digital 
transformation, buying channel selection, 
taxonomy mapping, and vendor 
rationalization

 Successful in providing a customized 
approach for first-generation outsourcers 
based on business case problems and 
targets by leveraging their operational 
consulting experience

 Frictionless service implementation of ESG 
governance and reporting, supplier 
relationship management, spend 
management, and risk management

 Cadence meetings to review cost savings 
and other KPIs against targets with 
increased visibility through real-time 
dashboards 

 Control towers set up based on industry 
standards with a feedback loop

 Pricing and incentives associated with 
performance

 Data-driven approach to increase managed 
spend / streamline tail spend management

 Predictive analytics to mitigate supply chain 
disruption based on market intelligence

 Continuous improvement on straight-through 
processing activities

 Strategic partnerships with process mining 
vendors such as Celonis to address 
bottlenecks

Top three strengths

1

2

3

Business leadership  & strategic partnerships 

Domain knowledge & people expertise

Flexibility and transparent communication

1

2

3

Talent management, upskilling, and retention

Cross-leverage of expertise / market information 
across clients

Proactiveness and innovation

Top three areas of improvement
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